1. If possible and safe to do so: protect the catch basin by containing and absorbing the spill; never wash spills into the storm drain! It is your responsibility to report any spills that could damage the environment to the area’s supervisor and Environmental Health and Safety.
2. All spills will be cleaned up immediately upon discovery and reported per the University requirements-
   - After properly containing the spill the operator shall
     i. Call 911 after hours and for large spills involving:
        - Injury that requires medical treatment.
        - Fire or explosion hazards
        - Potentially life threatening gases and/or vapors
     ii. Immediately notify UMD Environmental Health and Safety at 218-726-6764
     iii. Immediately notify UMD Facilities Management at 218-726-8262
     iv. For spills of 5 gallons or more call the Public Safety Duty Officer at 1-800-422-0798